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Abstract
Due to increasing population and expansion of cities, urban planning issues are becoming more important worldwide. It is realized that biological methodologies ought to be coordinated into urban arranging activities. Particularly in European cities, creating greenways and green corridors is a very recent phenomenon. The advancement of green space along urban waterways could moderate urban warmth island impacts, improve the physical and mental prosperity of city occupants, improve flood resilience and could also sustain biodiversity. The Pedieos River is the longest river in Cyprus. Like most of streams on the island, it is a non-enduring waterway, of fleeting nature that for the most part streams during the blustery winter months or after overwhelming precipitation occasions. A literature review was undertaken to discover the importance of rivers within the urbanized areas. It is known that the Pedieos River is firmly connected to the historical backdrop of Nicosia as it is one reason for the city's presence at the site. The increase of impermeable areas as a result of urbanization is also one of the main causes for flooding in recent years. In this research, the current situation of the river was investigated and its possible rehabilitation discussed for more sustainable city. The aim of this study is to recommend a feasible proposition by examining green territory zones and reason green passages along the Pedieos River so as to improve the living condition of Nicosia city.
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1. Introduction

Urban areas consist of diverse semi-natural habitats such as wastelands, parks, streams and other highly human-influenced biotopes. Support of urban biodiversity for the inhabitants and for its basic worth which is looking with expanding populace and extending of urban areas requires high natural information to be incorporated into urban arranging. To achieve this goal, understanding of ecological patterns and processes in urban ecosystems is vital. Niemela (1999) stated that the first step of the necessary urban ecological research is to identify what kind of nature exists within the cities. Second step is to have good knowledge about ecological processes in urban nature. Third, based on ecological knowledge, management schemes maintaining the diversity of urban nature
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should be designed. These procedures should also include protection of urban nature, e.g. in urban national parks (Niemela, 1999).

As increasing number of individuals live in urban communities, reclamation, preservation and improvement of biodiversity in urban territories become key issue around the world. It is outstanding that enhancement of biodiversity in urban biological systems can have positive effect on the personal satisfaction and instruction of urban residents (Savard et al. 2000). Green areas have been crucial component of city planning over the last century. Green areas can improve climate conditions, aesthetics of the city while they also meet social and psychological needs of urban population (Ignatieva et al. 2011).

The greenways movement in Europe grew uniquely in contrast to in the USA. Europe has seen an intermittent and divided procedure, expanded in the different nations. The blast of the scenic route idea in Europe is an extremely ongoing marvel. The strategy is organized in four stages: investigation of the scene assets, the current green path and authentic course arranges; appraisal of every component; composite evaluation; and meaning of the Greenways Plan. The methodology likewise end up being valuable in the meaning of a system devoted to non-mechanized traffic fit for interfacing the various urban focuses with the numerous assets present in the territory (Fabos, 2003).

The liberal surface spread adjustment of urban territories towards the enormous number of non-evaporative surfaces, for example, cement and black-top, has likewise added to the event of the urban. The advancement of green space along urban waterways could direct urban warmth island impacts, increment the physical and mental prosperity of city inhabitants, and improve flood strength (Ortega et al. 2014).

Green corridors can be characterized as way to deal with give progression of urban green spaces. It helps the connectivity of one habitat fragment to another habitat fragments and this allows an exchange of wildlife members (AlMasri et al. 2019; Curcic and Durdic 2013). It is known that achieving sustainable urban planning by green areas not only helps conservation of nature, it also increase the air quality and also quality of life for urban citizens (Shahani 2012, Rostmai et al. 2013).

This paper points the layout the natural structure which can be created in Nicosia. Greening plan at the territorial, city and neighborhood levels to accomplish long term sustainability could be created for Nicosia city.

2. Study Area

The Pedieos River has 100 km length and it is the longest waterway in Northern Cyprus. Likemost streams on the island; it is a non-enduring waterway, just streams during the blustery winter months or after overwhelming precipitation occasions. It slants from the Troodos mountains at 1400 m above ocean level and streams towards Nicosia. It moves through the United Nations buffer zone which has been isolating the island since 1974. The riverbed of Pedieos River has a width changing between 5 and 20 m depending on geomorphologic conditions (Figure 1).

From 1980 to 2010, Pedieos River basin gets a normal yearly precipitation extending between 320 mm downstream to 670 mm upstream. It is dammed in the
upstream region; 20-km outside of the city of Nicosia Downstream from the dam and wetlands, the stream crosses a few rustic networks. The width of the riverbed changes along its direction through the urban area of Nicosia (Charalambous, 2016) (Figure 2). A straight park has been as of late made along the vaporous Pedieos River in the urban region of Nicosia, Cyprus (Giannakis et al. 2016).

Figure 1: The Pedieos Bridge
Reference: British, 1901 Cyprus Postcard, Avedissian Bros. No. 8: Nicosia River Bridge

Figure 2: The Pedieos River, 2019
3. Material and Methods

A literature review was undertaken to collect data on the connecting urban and rural areas through green corridor, rivers (Table 1). Additionally, during this study Pedieos River area has been identified on Google Earth map of Nicosia city, and green areas analyzed by overlaying maps that obtained from local offices by using Geographical Information Tools.

Table 1. Summary with basic characteristics of reviewed publications connecting urban and rural areas through green corridor along rivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charalombous et al. 2016</td>
<td>Nicosia, Cyprus</td>
<td>Pedieos River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannakis et al. 2016</td>
<td>Nicosia, Cyprus</td>
<td>Urban River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabos 2003</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Greenway Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toccolini et al. 2006</td>
<td>Milano, Italy</td>
<td>Greenway Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. 2013</td>
<td>Madrid, Spain</td>
<td>Ephemeral River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balasheh et al. 2016</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliasson2000</td>
<td>Göteborg, Sweden</td>
<td>Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niemela1998</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy et al. 2010</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlMasri et al. 2019</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Green corridor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergnes et al. 2012</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Green corridor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignatieva et al. 2011</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Review Paper*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savard et al. 2000</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>Review Paper*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzoulas et al. 2007</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>Review Paper*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Discussion

Green areas have been decisive elements of cities and urban planning over the last century. Green area has effect on climate, hygiene, aesthetics, recreational opportunists, environment and biodiversity (Yang et al. 2005; Sanesi et al. 2006). It is known that urban green areas play a vital role which can be significant part of sustainable development. Urban green areas can range from large parks, urban forests, green fields, street trees, street parks, children parks, private gardens, roof gardens (Kennedy et al., 2010). Recent study on human experience in green environments has been shown that green environment had positive outcomes on humans when they contact with nature (Carrus et al. 2015).

Greenways (green corridors) in cities can connect the patches of green areas between people and the land, also between public parks and historical sites (Toccolini et al., 2006).

Ecological corridors are landscape elements that prevent the negative effects of fragmentation. In urban landscapes fragmentation considered as major threat to biodiversity. Unfortunately, loss and degradation of urban and peri-urban green space could unfavorably affect ecosystems as well as human health and well-being. The development of green corridors (intense vegetation) could be an interesting way to limit
fragmentation and enhance ‘biodiversity’ and also in the same time supports sustainable living areas within the cities (Tzoulas et al. 2007; Vergnes et al. 2012). Particularly in the EU member countries, the agenda of design green corridors has been very important issue for planners (Windt and Swart 2008). The green corridors can improve species richness at patch and landscape scales, and this helps maintenance of ecosystems. On the other hand, the availability of green space near your own residence helps to maintain daily physical exercises and this may have positive affect on human health (Lee et al. 2015).

Nicosia Master Plan is a bi-communal on going comprehensive activity, which starts by the 1979. Firstly, NMP proposed to improve infrastructure of Northern and Southern parts of the divided Nicosia after 74. Then Greek and Turkish municipalities of Nicosia have cooperatively worked to improve living conditions of residents of the city. Both Municipalities agreed to improve historical-cultural heritage elements within the walled city and develop central zone by the second phase of the project after 1985. After second phase (1985), NMP concentrated on the revitalizing of the historical core and implemented many urban design projects up to now. Additionally, NMP propose different improvements for the core of the Nicosia for improving public spaces within the city, such as pedestrianization the commercial streets of Ledra and Onasogoru to increase attractiveness and quality of life. Furthermore, Chrysaliniotissa – Arab Ahmet Housing Rehabilitation Programmes also improves of the quality of public open spaces within the city (Ewers 2018).

The Pedieos River is firmly connected to the historical backdrop of Nicosia as it is one reason for the city's presence at the site. The expansion of impermeable zones because of urbanization is additionally one of the fundamental drivers for flooding lately. The absence of comprehensive arranging and nearness of tempest water the board in the city's arranging has all the earmarks of being the significant supporter of flooding issues in the city (Charalambous et al., 2016). During this research, Pedieos River area has been identified on google earth map of Nicosia city, and and green areas analyzed by overlaying maps that obtained from local offices by using Geographical Information Tools. After the analysis of the current green areas along the Pedieos River, possible green corridor area has been proposed for the Nicosia city. The green corridor will be a total 10 meters width within the possible boundaries (5 meters each side of the river) and this will approximately cover a total area of 33.5 ha (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Figure 3: Proposed green corridor development along the Pedieos River
The proposed ‘green corridor’ along the Pedieos River should be considered as a new approach for the more sustainable living environment for Nicosia city. Proposed green corridor could help creating better urban nature conservation, water management, and landscape quality initiatives within the region. In addition, in order to make this proposal real project, regional and local authorities and stakeholders should be actively involved for the establishment of the “green corridor”.
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